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Abstract

A novel design approach for simultaneous power and
stability (static noise margin, SNM ) optimization of nano-
CMOS static random access memory (SRAM) is presented.
A 45nm single-ended seven transistor SRAM is used as a
case study. The SRAM is subjected to a dual-VTh assign-
ment using a novel combined Design of Experiments and In-
teger Linear Programming (DOE-ILP) algorithm, resulting
in 50.6% power reduction (including leakage) and 43.9%
increase in the read SNM . The process variation analysis
of the optimal SRAM carried out considering twelve device
parameters shows the robustness of the design.

1 Introduction

The memory subsystem consumes a substantial portion
of the total-power budget of a system-on-a-chip (SoC) [17].
Reducing memory power dissipation will improve power-
efficiency and reliability of the SoC. Stability of SRAM
becomes the major concern when the nano-CMOS is used
for its fabrication due to process variations. Variations in
the device parameters translate into variations in SRAM
attributes, such as power and stability. Under adverse op-
erating conditions such SRAMs may inadvertently corrupt
the stored data. It is challenging to maintain an acceptable
SNM in embedded SRAMs while scaling the minimum
feature sizes and supply voltages of the SoC [13, 9].

The current literature is rich in variants of SRAM. A
nine-transistor SRAM is proposed in [9, 8] that has higher
stability and low power consumption. A Schmitt-trigger
based SRAM in [6] provides better read stability and bet-
ter write ability. A ten transistor SRAM at a low voltage
and faster readout operation is proposed in [12]. A subVTh

SRAM is presented in [16]. A methodology is proposed in
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[1] to analyze the stability of an SRAM considering device
parameter fluctuations. In [2, 7, 3], a dual-VTh and dual-Tox

assignment method is presented for low-power SRAM.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2

discusses the new design flow. The baseline45nm SRAM
design is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the
combined DOE-ILP based algorithm. Section 5 studies the
effect of variability in device parameters on the optimal
SRAM, followed by conclusions in Section 6.

2 Proposed Optimal SRAM Design Flows

The two flows investigated are shown in Fig. 1. The in-
put to each of the flows is a baseline SRAM which refers to
the design with nominal sized transistors for a specific tech-
nology. In the embedded SRAM, it is increasingly chal-
lenging to maintain the readSNM while reducing power
consumption. To reduce the power consumption this paper
investigates the process-level technique, called dual-VTh.
For the nano-CMOS node (e.g.45nm) under consideration,
leakage is a major component of total power [10]. Hence its
reduction through dual-VTh reduces total power.

What is important at this step is the selection of appro-
priate transistors for high-VTh assignment so that perfor-
mance of SRAM is not degraded. To address this important
problem of choosing transistors for high-VTh assignment
we propose combined DOE-ILP algorithms. The combined
approach reduces the optimization search space and conver-
gence solutions faster (due to DOE) while maintaining the
accuracy of ILP. The approach thus can handle large circuits
for optimization in reasonable time for optimal solutions.

In optimal-design flow 1 (Fig. 1(a)), predictive equa-
tions are formulated for power (̂fPWR), andSNM (f̂SNM )
based on the experiments performed on theVTh state (high
or nominal) of each transistor. These predictive equations
(f̂PWR andf̂SNM ), and the constraints are assumed to be
linear. Each of the solution variables is restricted to be ei-
ther 0 (nominalVTh) or 1 (highVTh). In essence the linear
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Figure 1. Proposed Design flows for SRAM.

objective function is optimized subjected to linear equality
and linear inequality constraints. Thus, ILP is the fittest
way to solve the optimization problem. The solution set for
power minimization is calledSPWR, and the solution set
for SNM maximization is calledSSNM . In order to ob-
tain power minimization andSNM maximization simul-
taneously, the overall objective setSOBJ is formulated as
SPWR ∩ SSNM (∩ refers intersection).

In the optimal-design flow 2 (Fig. 1(b)), the predictive
equations for power (̂fPWR∗), andSNM (f̂SNM∗) are
normalized based on the experiments performed on theVTh

state (high or nominal) of each transistor. Normalization
of the two different dimensional attributes, such power and
SNM allows formulation of a combined objective function
for their simultaneous optimization. The objective function
to be solved:f̂OBJ∗ is formed as the division of̂fPWR∗
and f̂SNM∗. The minimization off̂OBJ∗ leads to simul-
taneous power minimization (numerator) andSNM maxi-
mization (denominator). The solution set is calledSOBJ∗.

After the optimal dual-VTh assignment is obtained from
either of the two ways (i.e. Fig. 1(a) or Fig. 1(b)), the new
SRAM configuration is re-simulated for power andSNM .
For nano-CMOS SRAM it is important that they perform
under several process variations, thus the statistical variabil-
ity is studied subjected to twelve device parameters.

A 7-transistor SRAM topology which is suitable for the
low voltage regime and tolerant to read failure is used [14]
as a case study for the proposed methodology. However, the
proposed methodology is applicable to any SRAM.
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Figure 2. A single-ended 7-transistor SRAM
cell [14]; load transistors - 2, 4; driver tran-
sistors - 3, 5; access transistors - 1, 6, 7.

3 Single-Ended 7 Transistor SRAM Design

3.1 Design of the SRAM for 45nm CMOS

The single-ended 7-transistor SRAM cell is shown in
Fig. 2 is composed of a read and write access transistor
(transistor 1), two inverters (transistors 2, 3, 4 and 5) con-
nected back to back to store the 1-bit information and a
transmission gate (transistors 6 and 7). The transmission
gate opens the feedback connection between inverters dur-
ing the write operation. The cell operates on a single bit-
line, instead of two bit-lines as in standard six transistor
SRAM cell. Both reading and writing operations are per-
formed over the single bit-line. The word-line (WL) is as-
serted high prior to write/read operation. When the cell is
in hold mode, WL is low and a strong feedback is provided
to the cross-coupled inverters by the transmission gate.

3.2 Static Noise Margin Measurement

SNM is defined as the maximum amount of noise that
can be tolerated at the cell nodes just before flipping the
states.SNM is expressed by the following [13]:
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Wherer is the ratio of driver to access transistor sizes,q
is the ratio of load to access transistor sizes,k is defined

as
[(

r
r+1

)(√

r+1
r+1−V 2

s /V 2
r
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)]

, Vs is (Vdd − VTh) and

Vr is
[

Vs −
(

r
r+1VTh

)]

. Thus,SNM is dependent on the

threshold voltage VTh. For measurement,SNM is defined
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Figure 3. Current paths in the SRAM cell.

as the length of the side of the largest square that can be
fitted inside the lobes of the butterfly curve [7, 13].

3.3 Power and Leakage Measurement

The total power of a nano-CMOS SRAM circuit is:

Psram = Pdyn + Psub + Pgate, (2)

wherePdyn is dynamic power,Psub is subthreshold leak-
age, andPgate is gate leakage. SRAM cells retain data for
some duration of time as they cannot be shut off and also
leakage is a prominent component of power [16, 10]. So,
minimizing of leakage is necessary. One of the major com-
ponents of power, the subthreshold leakage is:

Isub = Cexp

(

Vgs − VTh

Svtherm

)(

1− exp

(

−Vds

vtherm

))

, (3)

whereC =
(

µ0

(

ǫoxW
ToxLeff

)

v2therme1.8
)

. Thus, subthresh-

old leakage isexponentially dependent on VTh [10].
In a nano-CMOS SRAM circuit, the current flow in each

device depends of the location the device in the circuit as
well the operation being performed. Thus, for accurate
measurement of power it is important that the currents are
identified. Fig. 3 shows the current paths for various read
and write operations for a SRAM cell. When the transis-
tor is in ON state it has active current along with the gate
leakage [5]. When the transistor is in OFF state, it has gate-
oxide leakage current and subthreshold leakage current [5].

For clarity, let us discuss Fig. 3(a) which shows the cur-
rent path for write “1” operation. In this case, bit line and
WL are precharged to level “1” which form a path for Q,
thus Q will be at level “1”. Hence transistor 1 is ON and
carries both active current and gate leakage current. PMOS
transistor of the first inverter (transistor 2) will be OFF and
NMOS (transistor 3) are ON. The active current flows in

Algorithm 1 : Simultaneous power/SNM optimization

1: Input: Baseline circuit, Nominal/High-VTh models.
2: Output: Objective setSOBJ = [fPWR, fSNM ] with transis-

tors identified for highVTh assignment.
3: Setup experiment for transistors of SRAM cell using 2-Level

Taguchi L-8 array, where the factors are the transistors andthe
responses are averagePsram and readSNMsram.

4: for Each 1:8 experiments of 2-Level Taguchi L-8 arraydo
5: Perform simulations and recordPsram andSNMsram.
6: end for
7: Form predictive equations:̂fPWR for power,f̂SNM for SNM.
8: Solvef̂PWR using ILP. Solution set:SPWR.
9: Solvef̂SNM using ILP. Solution set:SSNM .

10: FormSOBJ = SPWR ∩ SSNM .
11: Assign highVTh to transistors based onSOBJ .

NMOS along with the gate-leakage current, whereas PMOS
carries gate leakage and subthreshold leakage. In the case of
second inverter, NMOS (transistor 5) is in OFF state which
has gate leakage and subthreshold leakage, whereas PMOS
(transistor 4) which is in ON state carries active current and
gate-leakage current. The transistors of the transmission
gate (transistor 6 and 7) are OFF while the SRAM cell per-
forms write function hence subthreshold and gate-leakage
current flow through them.

In summary, both power andSNM are affected by the
threshold voltageVTh and dual-VTh technique is promising
for their optimization in nano-CMOS SRAM design.

The SRAM cell has been simulated using45nm CMOS
PTM model [18], with minimum sized transistors and aVdd

of 0.7V . The power andSNM results for the baseline de-
sign is presented in Table 1 and butterfly curve in Fig. 5(a).

4 Combined DOE-ILP Based Algorithms

Algorithm 1 and 2 presents two combined DOE-ILP op-
timization algorithms. The two versions differ in the way
the power andSNM objectives are simultaneously tackled.

In Algorithm 1, experimental analysis is performed for
the transistors of the SRAM using 2-Level Taguchi L-8 ar-
ray [11]. Simulations are run for each 1:8 experiments of 2-
Level Taguchi L-8 array and the values for both power and
SNM are recorded. Using DOE, the linear predictive equa-
tions are formulated. 2-Level Taguchi L-8 array approach
of DOE is a better choice compared to the other techniques
as it is fast and efficient. For example, afull factorial exper-
iment will take 27 = 128 runs, whereas a 2-Level Taguchi
L-8 array resulted in 8 only runs.

In Algorithm 2, normalized equations for power
(f̂PWR∗) and SNM (f̂SNM∗) are obtained. The objective
function (f̂OBJ∗) is formed as the division of (̂fPWR∗) and
(f̂SNM∗), as minimization of this would lead to simultane-



Algorithm 2 : Simultaneous power/SNM optimization

1: Input: Baseline circuit, Nominal/High-VTh models.
2: Output: Objective setSOBJ∗ = [fPWR∗, fSNM∗] with tran-

sistors identified for highVTh assignment.
3: Setup experiment for transistors of SRAM cell using 2-Level

Taguchi L-8 array, where the factors are the transistors andthe
responses are averagePsram and readSNMsram.

4: for Each 1:8 experiments of 2-Level Taguchi L-8 arraydo
5: Perform simulations and recordPsram andSNMsram.
6: end for
7: Form normalized predictive equations:̂fPWR∗ and ̂fSNM∗.

8: FormfOBJ∗ =
(

̂fPWR∗

̂fSNM∗

)

.

9: Solvef̂OBJ∗ using ILP. Solution set:SOBJ∗.
10: Assign highVTh to transistors based onSOBJ∗.

ous power minimization andSNM maximization. This ob-
jective function is then solved to get the solution setSOBJ∗.

The factors of DOE are the 7 transistors of the SRAM
cell, and the responses are the average-power consumption
(f̂PWR) andSNM (f̂SNM ) of the cell. Each factor can
take a highVTh state (1) or a nominalVTh state (0). The
experiments are run, and the half-effects are recorded. The
predictive equations of are obtained from the pareto plots of
half-effects of transistors.

4.1 Power Minimization: SPWR

The predictive equation for average power is:

f̂PWR(nW ) = 118.2075− 5.975× x1 − 28.955× x2

− 23.1625× x3 − 10.995× x4 − 10.6375× x5

− 12.1425× x6 + 6.475× x7. (4)

Where,x1 represents theVTh-state of transistor 1,x2 rep-
resents theVTh-state of transistor 2, and so on. The ILP for
average power minimization is formulated as:

min f̂PWR

s.t. fSNM > τSNM andxi ∀ i 1 → 7 either 0 or 1,
(5)

whereτSNM is a designer defined constraint onSNM .
Solving the ILP problem, the optimal solution is obtained
as follows:SPWR = [x1 = 1,x2 = 1,x3 = 1,x4 = 1,x5 = 1,
x6 = 1,x7 = 0]. This is interpreted as transistors 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6 are of highVTh, and transistor 7 is of nominal.

4.2 SNM Maximization: SSNM

The predictive equation for readSNM is expressed as:

f̂SNM (mV ) = 156.675− 44.025× x1 + 58.725× x2

− 53.925× x3 − 6.425× x4 + 32.575× x5

+ 19.375× x6 − 19.625× x7. (6)
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Figure 5. Butterfly curve of three alternatives.

The ILP formulation for SNM maximization is obtained as:

max f̂SNM

s.t. fPWR < τPWR andxi ∀ i 1 → 7 either 0 or 1,
(7)

whereτPWR is the designer defined power constraint. ILP
yields the optimal solution as:SSNM = [x1 = 0,x2 = 1,x3

= 0,x4 = 0,x5 = 1,x6 = 1,x7 = 0].

4.3 Combined Power / SNM Optimization

4.3.1 Approach-1

The objective setSOBJ for simultaneous optimization of
power andSNM is formed as:

SOBJ = SPWR ∩ SSNM , (8)

where∩ is the intersection of two solution setsSPWR and
SSNM . To obtain low-power and high-SNM SRAM, we
use the set intersection operator to achieveSOBJ which has
the set values ofSPWR ∩ SSNM . In other words, we pick



devices which are part of low-power and high-SNM solu-
tion sets. The constraints are same as the above ILP formu-
lations. The ILP results in the following:SOBJ = [x1 = 0,
x2 = 1,x3 = 0,x4 = 0,x5 = 1,x6 = 1,x7 = 0], which leads
to a configuration of Fig. 4(a) and results in Table 1.

4.3.2 Approach-2

In this, normalized forms of̂fPWR and f̂SNM denoted
as f̂PWR∗ and f̂SNM∗ are used. The normalized is per-
formed by division of each data by the maximum value of
data. Normalization enables directly accommodating dif-
ferent units, while forming the objective function as:

f̂PWR∗ = 0.58− 0.03× x1 − 0.14× x2

− 0.11× x3 − 0.05× x4 − 0.05× x5

− 0.06× x6 + 0.03× x7. (9)

f̂SNM∗ = 0.52− 0.15× x1 + 0.19× x2

− 0.18× x3 − 0.02× x4 + 0.11× x5

+ 0.06× x6 − 0.06× x7. (10)

The combined objective function is formed as follows:

f̂OBJ∗ =

(

f̂PWR∗
f̂SNM∗

)

,

= 0.18× x3 − 0.02× x4 + 0.11× x5

+ 0.06× x6 − 0.06× x7, (11)

Eqn.11 is obtained from the division of normalized values
of eqn.9 and normalized values of eqn.10. Through nor-
malization, we eliminate the condition of different units of
power and SNM and hence we get quotient as 11. The ILP
formulation for this combined method is obtained as:

min f̂OBJ∗
s.t. fPWR < τPWR, fSNM > τSNM , xi ∀ i ∈ 0 or 1.

(12)
For this, optimal solution is obtained as:SOBJ∗ = [x1 = 0,
x2 = 1,x3 = 0,x4 = 0,x5 = 1,x6 = 1,x7 = 1], whose SRAM
configuration is shown in Fig. 4(b) and results in Table 1.

To study the power andSNM of the optimal SRAM,
simulations are performed for variousVdd as shown in Fig.
6. It is observed that both power andSNM increases with
increase inVdd. For theVdd = 0.7V , the power has reduced
by 44.2% and SNM has increased by43.9% compared to
the baseline design using approach 1, and the power has re-
duced by50.6% and SNM is increased by43.9% compared
to the baseline design using approach 2.

From the experimental data, it is observed that approach
2 is more effective in achieving reduced power and high
SNM, compared to the baseline design.

Table 1. Results for different objectives
Design Alternative Parameter Value Change

Baseline Psram 203.6 nW –
SNMsram 170 mV –

SPWR Psram 26.34 nW 87.1% decrease
SNMsram 231.9mV 26.7% increase

SSNM Psram 113.6 nW 44.2% decrease
SNMsram 303.3mV 43.9% increase

SOBJ Psram 113.6 nW 44.2% decrease
Approach 1 SNMsram 303.3mV 43.9% increase
SOBJ∗ Psram 100.5 nW 50.6% decrease

Approach 2 SNMsram 303.3mV 43.9% increase
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5 Variability Analysis of the SRAM

Threshold voltage variation (standard deviation) is [15]:

σVTh
=

(

4

√

4× q3 × ǫSi × φB

2

)

×
(

Tox

ǫox

)

×
(

4
√
Nch√

W × L

)

,

(13)
where Tox - oxide thickness,Nch - channel dopant
concentration, L - length, W - width, φB =
[2× κB × T × ln(Nch/ni)] (with κB Boltzmann’s con-
stant,T temperature,ni intrinsic carrier concentration,q
elementary charge), andǫox and ǫSi are permittivity of
oxide and silicon. SinceVTh affects power andSNM
(Eqn. (3) and Eqn. (1)), these parameters affect them also.
Thus, twelve process parameters are selected for statisti-
cal variability study: NMOS/PMOS channel length (Toxn,
Toxp), NMOS/PMOS channel doping concentration (Nchn,
Nchp), access-transistor length and width (Lna, Lpa, Wna,
Wpa), driver-transistor length and width (Lnd, Wnd), load-
transistor length and width (Lpl,Wpl). Some of the parame-
ters are independent and some are correlated which is taken
into account during simulation for realistic study.

The SNM is exhaustively evaluated through Monte
Carlo simulations to ensure there is no process variation in-
duced failure in the SRAM. Monte Carlo simulation is an
efficient approach because it does not require relating the
output to input which otherwise would have been cumber-
some for the large number of parameters [4]. A correla-
tion coefficient of 0.9 betweenToxn andToxp is assumed.
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Table 2. Statistical Process Variation Effects.
Optimization Parameter µ σ

SPWR Psram 28.91nW 8.26nW
SNMsram 180mV 30mV

SSNM Psram 147.73nW 101.4nW
SNMsram 295mV 28mV

SOBJ : Approach 1 Psram 147.73nW 101.4nW
SNMsram 295mV 28mV

SOBJ∗: Approach 2 Psram 135.24nW 101.85nW
SNMsram 295mV 28mV

Each of the process parameters is assumed to have a Gaus-
sian distribution with mean (µ) taken as the nominal values
specified in the PTM [18] and standard deviation (σ) as5%
of the mean. Fig. 7 and Table 2 present the results.

6 Conclusions

A methodology for simultaneous optimization of SRAM
power and read stability is presented. A45nm single-
ended seven transistor SRAM was subjected to the proposed
methodology leading to50.6% power reduction and43.9%
increase in read stability (readSNM ). A novel DOE-ILP
algorithm is used for power minimization and readSNM
maximization. The effect of process variation of twelve pro-
cess parameters on the SRAM is evaluated, and it is found
to be process variation tolerant. A8 × 8 array has been
constructed using the optimized cells whose average power
consumption is4.5µW . For a broad comparative perspec-
tive, in [2, 3] only leakage is considered and dynamic power
is not accounted in optimization, contrary to the current pa-
per that accounts all components (dynamic, subthreshold,
gate leakages). In [2, 3], a combined dual-VTh and dual-
Tox assignment is used where the leakage power reduc-
tion is 53.5% andSNM increase is43.8%. However, our
methodology which considers only dual-VTh has resulted in
power reduction (accounting all components) of50.6% and
increase in readSNM of 43.9%. Assuming that the dual-
VTh and dual-Tox will need more number of masks com-
pared to only dual-VTh for fabrication of the SRAM chip,

our SRAM will need half of that of [2, 3] for comparable
performance. Future research will involve SRAM-array op-
timization where variability will be accounted in flow.
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